
About CK

To introduce us, before connecting may seem difficult. But if you connect to us, you will know what is in the basket. 
Though we have tried to explain ourselves, we recommend, Connect to Know. It is an online platform that is not 
limited to one genre or one audience. We have tried to come with a platform for everyone either it’s a Law aspirant 
or a law student or a Lawyer. It may seem to be a platform only limited to 'Law' but it is also for a person of 'Non-
Law'. As we ourselves are Lawyers, they will be attracted more, but thenon-lawyers will be fascinated with our work.

Why CK?
For interns, it is very difficult to find an Internship of their interest. We do have completed and interned at many 
places and know the problems. Sometimes, it may seem a Compulsory Homework and you just try to complete it 
anyhow without enjoying and living it in your practical world. Therefore, it may be an opportunity for you, to be a part 
of New Ideas, New ventures, and to use your practicality and real-life experiences creativity, all over it. PS- A Free 
and happy mind with a sense of practicality and creativity required. We hope, that there will be a lot of interns looking 
for it. 

Eligibility for CK
Applicants currently enrolled in their 2nd Year or above in their 05 year Integrated Law Program or 1st Year or above 
in their 03 year LLB Program.

Perks of being a part of CK
Placement Opportunity inside CK
Letter of Recommendation for future opportunities
Certificate for Completion of Internship/Appreciation
Career Counseling for all the alternatives
A lifetime free Mentor for all your Problems
Performance Based Incentives & Goodies

Location
Remote Work/ Work from Anywhere/Online Internship

How to Join CK?
Interested Students can connect with us and apply for any Position by sending their information 
via below mentioned link - 
https://forms.gle/a7ZnNA82RgBKmjDx5

Positions in CK
This internship comes with an opportunity of being anything you want to be, work at your comfortable place, and give 
a pinch of your real small experiences. Your ideas will be always welcomed and accepted with a free mind. Inviting 
Applications for all relevant opportunities.

Positions
Legal Researcher - Roles & Responsbilities

Meet Weekly and Monthly Targets
Legal Research and article writing on the topics assigned
Creating a 5 slides PPT for the artcile you were assigned to research. (15 min addition task)
Rework - Incase of any discrepancy
Proactiveness in Work

Positions
Campus Ambassadors - Roles & Responsbilities

Meet Weekly and Monthly Targets
Spread the initiative via means of Digital Marketing through Ads/Posts/Videos
Be active on all Social Media Websites. (Facebook/LinkedIn/Insta/Whatsapp/Telegram/YouTube)
Organizing/Conducting induction programme for CK in your respective colleges
Engaging Students for Internships

Positions
Legal News Reporter/Narrator - Roles & Responsbilities

Meet Weekly and Monthly Targets
Legal Research and PPT creation on the assigned news
No plagiarism expected as it's only a PPT with some imp headlines
Speak on your PPT for 3 to 5 minutes covering that news to full extent and explaination.
Proactiveness in Work

Positions
Legal Executive Assistant - Roles & Responsbilities

Meet Weekly and Monthly Targets
Production Management of whole team working on different tasks
Maintaining record and data to the cloud based sheets. 
Abiding the Confidentiality rules of CK Connect to Know
Helping in organization of CK Events and Seminars

........Call for Internships........                                                        


